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SCHEDULE 
BANDA 

A liveaboard on The Fenides promises you days filled with world-class diving at Eastern 

Indonesia’s most spectacular dive locations. Premium living and dining spaces for maximum 

comfort, an exciting range of water sports, and beanbag lazing on castaway beaches await 

you. 

"Below the Bandas" is the true tropical water exploration that divers worldwide crave. Our 

Banda sea or spice islands itineraries combine world class diving big fish diving, beyond 

believe critter hunting and deep and rich terrestrial history. Running from Alor all the way to 

Ambon the Banda sea contains a ring of 100s of volcanic islands strategically spaced and 

jutting out from deep clear water. There is nowhere better in Indonesia for the chance to see 

large pelagic fish life and large numbers of sharks, combine that with some deep indo/Dutch 

history, old abandoned forts, nutmeg plantations and local markets. Banda with The Fenides 

is a unique mix of diving, luxury, culture and relaxation. 

Start on the sublime, mile-and-a half-long macro heaven running along the coast of Ambon 

Island which is beyond doubt every photographer’s dream, teeming with diver’s bucket-list 

critters.  

Cross through deep oceanic trenches bordered with active smoke bellowing volcanos and 

coral islands, diving amongst glittering schools of countless fish and vivid corals in the 

Bandas. 

Or slither through the world’s densest population of sea snakes near Manuk volcano. A 

Banda expedition really has something for everyone.... And more! 

Due to the Banda sea area being so vast, Fenides operates multiple different schedules and 

itineraries in the area over the course of the year. The following itinerary has been designed 

to access the most engaging locations across the Banda Sea and beyond, from the macro 

slopes of Ambon to the rich coral atolls of Raja Ampat. To find out about out other scheduled 

trips to different locations in the area don’t hesitate to contact us directly. 

Please note that any trip plan is subject to change based on the currents, waves and weather in 

the region... Strong currents, for example, may mean that the exact location and/or timing of 

the planned dives may have to be altered on safety grounds and to suit the local conditions... 

It is always possible to discuss and agree an alternative itinerary following consultation with 

the Captain, Cruise Director and fellow Guests... 

• Day 1. Check-in on board Fenides takes place in the morning and you are welcomed 

on board with freshly baked pastries when pressed coffee when you arrive. After your 

welcome briefing and introduction to the boat we will spend some time gearing up 

and preparing for our first dives of the trip. The first dives will spend in Ambon Bay. 

Ambon has several options for diving such as wreaks, caves or doing some really 

interesting muck dives looking for rhinophias, frogfish (including the psychedelic 

frogfish), harlequin shrimps, and many other critters. We will do 2 day dives and a 

night dive on this first day then sail over night to the Banda islands. 
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• Day 2-3. The next two days will be spent around the Banda Islands. Many of the dive 

sites around the Bandas are wall dives, covered in massive gorgonians, soft corals, 

barrel sponges and some very interesting rock topographies. There are also dive sites 

with huge pinnacles covered in enormous groups of schooling pyramid butterflyfish, 

triggerfish and pelagic fishes such as tunas passing through. There are dives sites with 

spectacular hard coral reefs next to the volcano, and great black sand muck dives for 

an extra fix of macro critters. Heading slightly further out on our expeditions we 

might even be able to find some large pelagic action, with big sharks common in this 

area. We aim to complete a total of 7 dives in the Bandas. 

• It is also possible to experience a little bit of local culture and history from the Spice 

Islands as we will spend some time walking around the village of Banda Naira and 

visit one of many tourist attractions like, the local museum or the Old Dutch fort, the 

old colonial governor’s house, the local fish market, and a nutmeg plantation. 

• Day 4. Arriving early morning from an overnight sail from the Banda islands, 

Manuk,is an extinct volcano in the middle of the Banda Sea and, is one of the few 

places in Indonesia where there are huge aggregations of sea snakes, Chinese sea 

snakes and banded sea kraits. Dives surrounded on all sides by sea snakes is a real 

unique experience. The black sandy slopes of the volcano are covered with hard coral 

reefs, ridges covered in gorgonians with thousands of fusiliers and pelagic fishes such 

as mackerels, tunas and wahoos passing through. 

• 4 dives are planned for this wonderful location before heading north in the evening for 

Pulau Koon 

• Day 5. Pulau Koon is a small island on the southeast of Ceram, it is about half way 

between Raja Ampat and the Banda Islands and the perfect place to stop and dive and 

rest. Walls covered in soft corals, and sandy slopes littered with coral bommies. This 

island is also home to large amounts of schooling fish and pelagics, barracudas, 

bigeye trevallies, red snappers, pompanos, batfish and giant groupers are to name a 

few. 

• We plan for 3 dives and some beach time before and evening sail north to Misool 

• Day 6-7. The next 1 and half days will be around the islands of Misool. There are 

literally hundreds of dive sites in this area, so your cruise director will pick the best 

and most appropriate sites for the trip. However, it’s worth noting the area is a heaven 

for wide angle photographers and some of the healthiest and photogenic corals reefs 

in the world are located here. Above water is no let down either and you will have the 

chance to paddle board through the coral atolls and discover the fantastic inner 

lagoons, crystal blue water and endemic wild bird life. 
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• 5 or 6 dives will be planned along with surface activities before an early afternoon 

and night time sail towards the Dampier strait. 

• Day 8-10. The last 2 days of diving will be spent around the Dampier Strait. This is 

the large channel between the island of Waigeo to the north and Batanta Island. 

Although it may be the last 2 days diving on this trip, its safe to say some of the best 

has been saved until last. The Dampier Strait is known for the famous of diving, from 

giant mantas at manta sandy, to mangroves and beautiful reefs at cape Kri. Many 

pinnacles and sea mounts covered in schooling fish can also be found in this area. It is 

also a great location for critters and macro subjects, with several species of pygmy 

seahorses, and there are also several jetties to do some great and different night dives. 

• 8 dives are planned to end the trip on a real high note and wet you’re appetite for the 

next trip on Fenides “all around raja” 

• Day 11. The last day will be spend sailing to Sorong and packing up saying farewells. 

Check out time will be early afternoon where we will arrange transfers to the airport 

or your hotel. 

• For the reverse trip, Sorong – Ambon the route is exactly the same. The first days 

diving around Dampier, and last days in and around Ambon harbour. So the dive 

locations will be a complete reverse of the above itinerary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further information please contact us, we would love to hear from you. 
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